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When we arrived in
Thailand in 2004, one of
the early goals we had was
to follow up on some information we had about the
shortage of Burmese Bibles. During a trip to Burma, we learned that the Judson
version was not in print. Many
of the brethren we met expressed
a great need for that Bible. Over
the past three years we have spent a
great amount of time researching and
text checking the Bible versions
of Burma. This involved several trips to Burma and a significant
amount of money invested to purchase old copies of the Bibles from
overseas sources. Pastors helped with text checking on these Bibles
and we were able to begin understanding the need.
Not only does the Judson text need to be reprinted but work needs
to be done on Burmese as well as several other languages in Burma.
The more we know about the need, the more we realize God has
opened doors for us to make a real difference with these people.

rinny and I followed the leading of the Lord to Thailand in
2004. This move was to set up a regional literature distribution
center for all of Southeast Asia, with an emphasis on the “closed”
countries that surround Thailand. I originally thought we would be
here for around 1 year. I guess I should have known better!
Within just a few weeks of arriving we began to research the opportunities, and the situation involving the Hmong refugees presented
itself. Those of you who have followed our ministry know the result
of that. Working alongside the Jeff Lange family, we focused on that
aspect of the work for some time, encouraging the new church and
publishing a good deal of literature in Hmong as well as Thai.
Our Lord began to focus our work toward the regional languages
and countries. While we have worked with translators and those interested in literature in several of the surrounding countries, Burma
(Myanmar) began to take center stage. News from the region has
focused many on the plight of the Burmese people.
*December 26, 2004 - 225,000
people in eleven countries died in
the Indian Ocean tsnumai. It is
estimated that over 4,000 undocumented Burmese people working
illegally in Thailand died in the
tsunami.
*August 15 through September
26, 2007 - Monks in Burma led
what became known as the “Saffron Revolution.” The government
violently stopped the protests amid
sparse media coverage worldwide.
*May 2, 2008 - Nearly 140,000 people died in Cyclone Nargis.
The disaster and the government’s response to it captured the headlines for weeks.
*August 7, 2008 - First Lady Laura Bush visited the Mae La Refugee Camp and the Mae Tao Clinic in Thailand near the Burmese
border. Her visit was intended to bring focus on the refugee situation
of the Burmese people.
*1984-Present - Nine refugee camps along the Thai/Burmese border have housed as many as 160,000 refugees from Burma. Since
2004, over 30,000 of these have been relocated to other countires
including 23,600 to the USA from January 7, 2007-September 8,
2008.

What Has Been Done So Far?
*Much time and expense has gone into research of the text issues
as well as relationship building with Burmese Pastors.
*4,000 Burmese Bibles have been given to us by BEAMS ministries. 2,500 are already in Burma. 1,000 more await shipping. Around
500 have been distributed within Thailand to Burmese people.
*Funds were given specifically to ship the Bibles
to Thailand and then into
Burma.
*A facility on the Thai/
Burmese border has been
rented. This 3-story building
will accommodate housing,
literature storage, office for
translation and publishing, as
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well as a training facility, A young couple from TN spent 6 weeks
living there, building relationships with people in the area. They laid
a good groundwork for ministry. The rent for this facility has been
provided for the first year by a family in the USA.
*Groundwork has been laid for workshops and seminars for Burmese Pastors and workers.
*The translation and printing of the 300-page illustrated chronological Bible storybook entitled Good and Evil, has been completed
and already needs a second printing. We now have it printed in two
major languages of Burma - Burmese and Sgaw Karen. Around 2,500
of these are already inside Burma. Many more are in the hands of
Burmese people in Thailand. Three other minority languages are being translated or proofed now.
*Two videos about Burma have been produced by White Unto
Harvest Publications and are available for viewing on our web site at
www.gaudetfamily.org
*Re-typesetting of the Gospel of John and book of Romans in
Burmese. This was actually much harder than it sounds!

these ministries, (First Bible International, Steeple Press, and Bearing
Precious Seed, Milford, OH) are producing Gospels of John, Gospels
of John/Romans and New Testaments. When completed, this will
be more than can fit in one 40,000 lb. overseas shipping container!
*Funds have just been committed specifically to hire a team of
Burmese people to re-typeset the New Testament. We are trying
to put that team together at this writing. Once that work is completed, we hope to have the funds to complete the whole Bible.
*We also need to reprint another run of the Good and Evil
book in Burmese. The first edition was spoken for and distributed so quickly that it took us a little by surprise, but not really
very much, because we know how desperate the Burmese are for
materials in their own language. There is nothing harder than to
tell these folks that they are all
gone and that they will have to
wait until they are reprinted.
*Funds have been given by
Bearing Precious Seed Global to
print Scripture portions inside
Burma!
*Translation and narration
of an evangelistic film by Chick
Publications, called Light of the
World is now ongoing in two of
the languages of Burma. This requires not only translation of the
script but narration with a native
speaker.
*Illustrated tracts from Chick
Publications are being translated in two of the languages.
*A doctrinal study book on Eternal Security is being translated
in 3 languages. Many churches are weak due to false doctrine.
*Correspondence courses are being translated now in two of
the langauges.
*An 80 page illustrated story written by Adonriam Judson has
been out of print for some time. He wrote this as a parable many
years ago and it was later illustrated and put into print. We have
scanned the artwork and it is now being cleaned up by a graphics
artist in the USA. After dropping in computer generated text in
Burmese, we plan to have it translated into at least three other
languages of Burma. It is a tremendous tool, the size of a comic
book. More literature like it is needed.

What Is In Progress?
*Printing ministries in the USA have caught the vision and have
begun to understand the immediacy of the needs in Burma. Three of

Needs
Intercession - Our most pressing need, as it has always been, is
intercessory prayer. God’s people must intercede if there is going to
be any success in worldwide missions. Please pray diligently about this
with us. It is a time consuming and expensive work, and the devil hates
it and is fighting it any and every way he can.
Personnel - We need people who will commit to help us. Over the
last 10 years, and in several countries, Krinny and I have hosted more
than 30 short term missionaries, some for as little as a few months,
some who have served the Lord with us for several years. Some have
come supported by churches and others have come at their own expense, working alongside us until their money ran out. All of them
have sacrificed, some more than others. We need more like them.
Finances - There are several things needed now that cannot go forward without additional financing. Burmese Bibles are greatly needed.
Several printing projects await funds.
Money is not a problem, unless you don’t have any, but all the money in the world will not be sufficient without the Lord’s blessing.

The Future
*We are looking into the need for reprinting the Sgaw
Karen (1854) and especially the Pwo Karen (1885) Bibles.
The old versions of these Bibles are no longer available. In
the case of the Pwo Karen, the Bible has been out of print for
many years. To accomplish this huge task, it will be necessary
to retype the entire Bible, then do the layout work, carefully
proof reading it to make certain that it says the same thing as
the original work does. This process can take upwards to one
year or longer. We are now in the process of figuring budgets
for each of these Bibles. It will require hiring as many as 3
people fluent in their language for each Bible.
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Profile

of

Burma

L a n g u a g e s / P e o pl e

Nationality:

Area:

Burmese

678,500 sq. km.(slightly smaller
than Texas)

Languages:

Religions:

Burmese
107 Minority ethnic languages

Buddhist 89%
Christian 4% (Baptist 3%,
Roman Catholic 1%)
Muslim 4%
Animist 1%
Other 2%

Education:

Largest
Ethnic groups:

Literacy--adult, 89.9%;
(male 93.9%;
female 86.4% )

Population:

Burman
Shan
Kachin
Karen
Rakhine
Chinese
Mon
Indian

52.4 million

Life expectancy:

60.8 yrs
male - 57.6 yrs
female - 64.2 yrs
Infant mortality rate—
75 deaths/1,000 live births

Government Type: Military junta.
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...to the Update

Translation/Publishing Office, Southeast Asia
Expanding this Work...

Another Missionary

W

T

e envision a full-blown translation/publishing
effort based here in Thailand and reaching out to
countries and languages in the region and beyond, much
more focused and effective than we have done so far. We
are praying and trust the Lord to send another missionary
who will be sold out to the task of getting the Word of
God to the world, and take the training necessary to do it.

he Update we just presented to you has been the precursor
to an extensive vision the Lord is unfolding to us. It has
taken these years we have been here already to come to the
place where we understand what the Lord wants concerning
publishing in the region.
What we now have in place is an office in Bangkok with
several computer systems all configured for typesetting and
publishing. We currently have three co-workers from the USA and
three Thai co-workers. They are in the publishing office daily doing
typesetting and graphics work. To date, we have worked in over 40
languages on these computer systems. So much more can be done
by adding a couple more computer systems and some translators
for several of the languages, as needed. We need to employ
qualified locals and some that can be trained.
The difference between what we have now and what we
envision would be compared to using a wheelbarrow vs. a semitractor/trailer combo. We are not sure how much of this the
Lord will allow us to see in our time, but we must expand this
work exponentially to take advantage of the opportunities and
responsibilities our Lord has put before us now.

Additional Volunteers

W

ith additional volunteers from overseas serving short
term, we can pick up with video where we left off a
year ago. Not only do videos communicate with churches
in the USA but we wish to use video in evangelism. That
demands training locals to do the work. We also need
to set up a studio for recording narration on evangelistic
videos that are currently being translated. We have all the
equipment, we just need a place to put it.
Over this past month, we learned about three separate
groups of men who want to translate the Bible or portions
in their language, thus producing a good text where before
there was none or only a modern text. These men are
keenly aware of the difference between the old Judson text
in Burmese and their Bibles. We must provide them training
and oversight. Traveling and interacting with them will be
crucial to this effort.

Infrastructure

T

here would be no way to deal with the finances for
each and every project but we can estimate the cost
of the “house” to put it in. Not a house literally but an
infrastructure. It would demand an office large enough for
12 or more people, as well as offices for visiting missionaries
and translation teams. It would also cover some travel
expenses to work with teams of translators who must work
in remote areas. It would include housing for the workers
since that is expected here in Thailand. It would also cover
seminars and training workshops for nationals.

Finances

W

ith all the financial turmoil in the world now, it
would be very easy to pull back rather than push
forward. However, God does not operate on those
schedules. God’s people are still just that—God’s people,
with God’s resources behind them. It is with much
thought and prayer that we present this now and ask you
to intercede. God will allow and supply what He wants
to go forward. We just do not want to miss what He has
in store because it does not look possible! He wants His
Word published more than any of us do. May He have His
way!
Please go to www.gaudetfamily.org/Projects.html to
keep up with the current projects and needs.

To put a figure on it would be difficult at best.
However, to deal with the infrastructure phase is estimated
at $3,000 per month or roughly $36,000 for one year. As
translation and publishing projects are completed, they will
be funneled to either printing ministries overseas or those
who can fund the printing locally. We want to operate at
this capacity for one year, then re-assess the need.
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